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Gobble Gobble Mad Libs features 21 original stories all about the yummiest holiday--Thanksgiving!

Featuring hilarious stories about preparing and eating dinner, Thanksgiving traditions, and Black

Friday shopping, it's sure to keep kids laughing for hours. Gobble Gobble Mad Libs is 48 pages of

fun.
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I enjoyed doing Mad Libs with my friends when I was a kid, and I knew my daughter would have fun

with them too as she's really into writing her own little short stories and is very creative. Right now at

age 7 in second grade they're really honing in on learning sentence construction and proper

grammar and making sure they know how to identify different parts of the sentences. She was

struggling a bit with identifying adjectives on some of her homework pages so I figured this would be

a fun way for her to practice identifying adjectives and other parts of a sentence. She has been

having a blast with this Mad Libs book from the minute we started it, AND the best part is she is

learning and remembering different parts of a sentence - this is helping her identify nouns, verbs,

adjectives and so on all while having fun. She was so excited after completing the first one and

thought it was hysterical, she has already finished several pages in just the first few days. One of

my best (semi-educational) purchases ever, I think I'll be picking up another one for a stocking



stuffer.

I had family over for Thanksgiving and after the meal we played Mad Libs. I know it's fun and

humorous in a "corny" kind of way, but that was perfect for the occasion. We did not use every page

so there's more to come next year.

Really fun way to liven up holiday time with the family, ages 3-83 enjoyed playing these and some

were hysterical. It is also a really good way to remind all ages what parts of speech are... had to

explain what an adjective was to an adult and one of the kids was able to do it since they'd been

playing it earlier lol! Electronic versions are fine but this is old school fun : )

Fun stuff, historically accurate! Purchased for niece and nephew as they waited for thanksgiving

dinner. They had a blast interacting with the adults. Nice quality paper, just like the old days when I

was a kid!

My 3 & 7 year old have so much fun with MadLibs and it helps so much to improve their grammer.

The Thanksgiving one was lots of fun and we used it with family and friends on Thanksgiving to get

everybody together laughing.

We are huge Mad Lips fans. We travel home for thanksgiving and needed some distraction aside

from the occasional movie. The kids (4 and 7) loved learning what nouns, adjectives and verbs were

while laughing hard at the end product. Highly recommended

Gave this to my granddaughter to do with her family at Thanksgiving, they were traveling to see the

other "grands", it was a big hit both in the car and after dinner!

As usual the Mad Libs provided a lot of fun while we were waiting for dinner. This is the first time my

grandson had played and he had a ball
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